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Abstract: In wireless network environment all nodes behave in multi-hope paradigm, in which every node
contains information about the link and connectivity in infrastructure-less manner.If any node moves from its
original place to another with or without prescribed manner it called mobile network MANET. To maintain the
updated information about the location as well as routing of the node, some efficient protocols such as AODV,
DSR, DSDV etc are been used currently.In wireless network paradigm where other issues are there, but security
becomes is a very important aspect. In wireless network transmission becomes disrupt when attacks becomes
occur. Those attacks can be imposing on any OSI layer, Physical, Network and Transport layer. In this paper
we presented an Artificial Intelligence based efficient and secure X-AODV routing protocol for intelligently
adaptation secure and congestion-less path. We compare our proposed protocol with two latest modified
protocols (SAODV and ARAN) and simulation results show that our proposed routing protocol provides a
better attack detection and provide security and performance than existing works. The simulation results show
the improvement of the network performance with secure path adaptation as well as minimum delay.
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INTRODUCTION Technique on the bases of probabilistic theory for

To adopt required and secure path for real time forwarding the multimedia packets each node will
multimedia traffic, where packet loss cannot be calculate the best path on the bases of two main
compromised at any level, which can be cause to hamper parameters (SNR, Congestion).
the quality of service. To achieve the quality of service In this research our prime focus to select the secure
w.r.t. multimedia traffic is based on high throughput as and non-congested path for achieving Quality of Service
well as secure path  selection/  adoption  is  mandatory. as well as detection the malicious activity on data flow
To achieve the height of the quality of services, adaption channel. In frequency reusability concept, the wireless
/ selection the secure path in wireless network is still network adopts the short cell sizing concept to improve
required to address. With the integration of the Artificial the system efficiency. This short sizing technique also
Intelligence methodology the required gap can be increases the more recurrently handoff,  which  increase
minimize  efficiently in Wireless Network environment to achieve the connection level quality of service.
form layer one to layer four [1, 2]. Handoff plays an important role ineffectiveness of the

In real time multimedia traffic control, secure  and system due to maintain it, high priority and low call
non-congested path selection in wireless network dropping ratio. Due to this reason the efficient utilization
environment have been addressed by number of of the bandwidth with respect to classes has always
researchers, with multiple approaches, techniques, creates a bottleneck in the Wireless Network. This reason
methods and protocols [3, 4]. This work is based on service provider formulates maximum resources to achieve
AODV which is detail discussed in Literature [5]. the quality of service with respect to different classes of

This  paper  presents  an adaptive approach for traffic. To resolve there should be the efficient and
secure and optimize path selection. X-AODV (X extended) Artificial Intelligence (AI) technique to automatically
blend  with  Bays  Estimator  Artificial  Intelligent monitor and adopt the path according to the requirement.

adaptation of secure and non-congested path. Before
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In Wireless Network, there are number of the security changes especially when a node went away from its
attacks which are all categorized in two broad domains. registered network.When a rout becomes break and when
External, in which anintruder’s main objective to disturb RERR received from the intermediate node AODV update
the network traffic by enforcing congestion, increasing all the nodes in the network about the break link through
the SNR on the adopted channel, providing wrong routing broadcast the updated routing table. One distinguishing
information etc. Whereas, in internal attack,intruder tries feature of AODV is its use of a destination sequence
to gain the network access as an authorized user by number for each route entry. The destination sequence
performing the malicious activities. It can be done by number is created by the destination to be included along
gaining the authorized user resources or by populating a with any route information it sends to requesting nodes.
malicious node in the network [6]. Two main constraints Using destination sequence numbers ensures loop
are in Wireless Network are energy as well as detecting freedom and is simple to program. Given the choice
the malicious behavior of the authorized node. The Main between two routes to a destination, a requesting node is
issues w.r.t. security in wireless environment is to prevent required to select the one with the greatest sequence
the network from attack or monitor the registered node for number [10, 11].
performing malicious behavior with limited resources.

Between the other available protocol, the most recent Secure Protocols with (AODV)
developed protocol is Message Queuing Telemetry Security Aware Ad hoc Routing (SAR): SAR order joins
Transport protocol (MQTT-S), due to the latest the trust level of a junction and the security credits of a
developed and towards standardization, MQTT-S is track to furnish the reconciled security metric for the
mostly using for monitoring the applications behavior solicited track. A Quality of Protection (QoP) vector
from remote sides or using for widely used application [7]. utilized is a mixture of security level and ready
Another version MQTT [8] which is specifically for cryptographic procedures. It utilizes the timestamps and
messaging application [9] or small applications like home succession numbers to stop the replay ambushes.
automation etc in wireless paradigm.Rest of the paper is Interference and subversion threats might be
formulating as: in section 2, we give a summarize working counteracted by trust level crux confirmation. Attacks like
of normal AODV. In section 3, we discuss three latest alteration and creation could be ceased by verifying the
protocols with AODV. In section 4, we present our advanced marks of the transmitted parcel. The principle
efficient and secure protocol X-AODV along with two impediments of utilizing SAR are that it needed
experimental model AIMS and AI-MDM. In section 5 we intemperate encrypting and decrypting at every bounce
present several simulation results based on using throughout the way disclosure. The found track may not
proposed protocol. In section 6 we compare  our be the most limited track in the terms of bounce check, yet
proposed protocol with other protocol discussed in it is secure [11, 12].
section 3. At the end we finish our contribution with
conclusion and future work. Trusted Ad-hoc On-demand distance vector Routing

Background cryptography innovations suggested to produce results
AdhocOn Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol before junctions in the create trust relationships near each
(AODV): The Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector one in turn. The principle striking characteristic of
(AODV) algorithm provides a dynamic, self-starting, TAODV is that utilizing trust relationships around
multihop routing between those node(s) which want to junctions, there is no need for a junction to ask for and
established link for communication as ad hoc network. verify testaments constantly. TAODV (Trusted AODV)
AODV permits mobile nodes to acquirepathsrapidlyto find has a few striking characteristics: (1) Nodes perform
out required destination(s) node. In AODV if a network trusted steering conducts chiefly as per the trust
link becomes break then second last node form relationships near them; (2) A Node that performs
destination node inform to the source node about the link malevolent conducts will after all be recognized and
breakage (RERR). The process of AODV is loop-less and denied to the entire system. (3) The exhibition of the
by ducking the Bellman-Ford algorithm problem dealswith System is enhanced by abstaining from asking for and
rapid convergence when the ad-hoc network topology verifying testaments at each steering step.

(TAODV): TAODV is secure tracking order which utilizes
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That order extraordinarily diminishes the processing These effects in that ARAN cannot distinguish and
overheads. Collect that the keys and testaments required
by the aforementioned cryptographic  advances  have
been gotten through  some  key  administration
techniques after the junction performs steering conducts.
Some additional new fields are included into a junction's
steering table to store its sentiment about different
junctions' dependability and to record the positive and
negative proofs when it performs tracking with others.
The essential points of interest of installing trust
demonstrate into the steering layer of MANET, recover
the expending time without the inconvenience of looking
after lapse time, good state and so on,which is critical in
the scenario of heightened junction versatility and
invalidity. Trusted AODV are fundamentally three
modules in the entire TAODV framework: essential AODV
tracking order, trust display and trusted AODV tracking
methodology holds such techniques as trust suggestion,
trust synthesis, trust judging, cryptographic tracking
conducts, trusted steering conducts and trust redesigning
[13-15].

ARAN (Authenticated Routing for Ad-hoc Networks):
ARAN  gives  verification,  content  uprightness  and
non-renouncement in specially appointed systems by
utilizing a preparatory confirmation process which is
emulated by a track instantiation prepare that guarantees
end-to-end security utilities. In any case it needs the
utilization of trusted affirmation server. The prevailing
burden with the order is each junction that advances a
track revelation or a track answer inform should
additionally mark it, which is exceptionally control
expending and creates the measure of the tracking wires
to build at every jump. It is clear from the aforementioned
security examination of the ARAN methodology that
ARAN is a secure  MANET  steering  methodology
giving  validation,  inform  respectability, secrecy and
non-renouncement by utilizing endorsements framework.
As an outcome, ARAN is fit for shielding itself against
ridiculing, creation, change, DoS and divulgence
ambushes. On the other hand, unpredictable conduct can
hail from a noxious junction, which will be safeguarded
against  adequately  by  existing  ARAN  methodology
and  can  additionally  originate  from  a  verified  node.
The presently existing ARAN secure steering order does
not explain strike that are directed by validated narrow
minded junctions as the aforementioned junctions believe
in one another to chip  in  giving  system  functionalities.

protect against a confirmed childish junction taking part
in the portable specially appointed system. In this manner,
if a verified egotistical junction does not advance or
deliberately drop control or information parcels, the
present detail of ARAN tracking methodology can't
distinguish or safeguard against such validated self-
centered junctions. This frailty in ARAN determination
will bring about the unsettling influence of the impromptu
system and the waste of the system data transfer capacity
[16-19].

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Proposed Efficient / Secure X-AODV: Wireless Network,
the static area in which we have proposed an efficient
method to identified the root cause for packet  loss.
Packet loss can be possible by malicious node, Lossy
channel and by effecting attacks. All of these factors can
hamper the performance and quality of service of the
network. In our proposed models we have focused to
minimize the packet loss ratio.

Comparison and Discussion:

S = Network State
s = Node to Node State
O = Total Observation
k = Current Behaviour of the Nodez

o = Observation between Node to
Node

 = 1…S = Initial parameter (SNR) fori

Observation coupled with
situationi link

 = 1…S, j=1...S = secondparameter (Congestion) fori

Observation coupled with
situation i link

x  =1 …T = Node to Node time observation (t)t

y=1…T = Time of observation tt

F(y| ) = Probability allocation of an
observation on 

For condition probability X and Y

Py(y | X = x) = P(Y = y-| |X = x) = (P(X = x  Y = y)/(P(X = x))

For Distribution probability X and Y

P(Y = y | X = x) P(X = x) = P(X = x  Y = y) =
P(X = x-| |Y = y P(Y = y))
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Fig. 1: AI based Bayesian Evaluation model of Wireless
Network Fig. 2: AIMS Based Wireless Infrastructure

Figure 1 shows the over functionality of the
proposed X-AODV protocol. Before forwarding the data
every node will calculate  the  probability  of  the  two
main parameters first is SNR and second Congestion.
Every node will maintain the information in its routing
table i.e. time from hope to hope (t), distance from hope to
hope (d),  Signal to Noise Ratio at i link andi

Congestion at i link.i

X-ODV Based AIMS Design Approach: AIMS is an
adaptive mechanism which is enhanced with Bays
Estimator. By implementing the AIMS a wireless node
becomes intelligent to make a self decision after
calculating the condition of the directed link.The AIMS is
a light weight estimator protocol, which is based on
conditional probability. The prime objective to develop
AIMS is to identify/adopt a secure path for the best
transmission. To achieve this, we experience AIMS on
multimedia traffic as a multipath adaptive mechanism by
minimizing security issues as well as the QoS
problems.Consider a wireless network with four nodes in Fig. 3: AI Monitoring System
which AIMS is installed on every node and every node as
the information about the classes of the traffic, Quality of O[E{L( , )|X }] (Eq-1)
Service parameters, channel information and also have the
information about the neighbour node queue limit. if  > th

AIMS is build using two Bays Estimators namely
BEP(Bays Estimator Primary) and BES (Bays Estimator O[E{L( , )|X }] (Eq-2)
Secondary).

Simulation Parameters: but by imbedding the AIMS every node becomes

O : Overall Observation (Queue/SNR) estimator model and before forwarding the traffic
X : Overall measurements (Queue/SNR) evaluates the condition of the associated links. By using
L : Loss function / Squared Error (Error is the amount the Eq-1 every node calculate  the  SNR  value  of  the

difference from the estimator to the quantity associated  links  and Eq-2  helps  for  the  cuisine   the
: Probability of SNR on link with prior distribution queue   information. The calculation function described in

 (Whereas   is  uncertainty  of  measurement Figure 3.On the basis of the Bays Estimator we develop a
of ) real time estimation protocol call Artificial Intelligence

: The estimator of ,  = Monitoring  System  (AIMS).  In  our  proposed  Wirelesscomp comp xi.....xn

snr comp comp

q comp comp

Figure 2 shows a simple Wireless Network model,

intelligent. Every node is based on modified Bays
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Networks shows in Fig-1 every node is equipped with
AIMS. Assume that node S receiving Rmtreal time
multimedia traffic and D is the destination traffic will
forward through intermediate nodes I  or I .a b

By using AIMS node S will estimate the SNR ratio
with the help of Eq-1 of the link  and  as well as
calculate the queue limit of I  or I  through Eq-2.Througha b

AIMS node S computes the link condition and compared
as per-defined threshold value. If the current state of the Fig. 4: X-AODV Design Approach
link is < the threshold the S will forward the traffic via the
link  and . nn  < t nn

To further evaluate the confidence interval for the
means, on the basis of the minimum and maximum we also and also
cater the channel range as upper bound and lower bound.
Normally in the evaluation with technique of upper bound W – nn  < t W – nn
or lower bound there should be chance of the error. So we
also cater that error as Standard Error.

Lower bound = d  – t /2, W – 1 S

Upper bound =  + t /2, W – 1 SE the proposed X-AODV protocol is presented in Figure 4.

Whereas SE is the Standard Error search  the   destination   node  for  data  transmission.
For Standard Error calculation we may adopt the For develop the trustable environment, detection /

simple standard deviation methodology  and for identification of the malicious node at the time of control
Standard Error it becomes . On the bases of this

equation, we also calculate the variance (S2) of the
network. So

In our study we assume that the threshold value of
every node will be 5%, a node can receive the packets
upto 95% of it queue limit. When its queue limit
approaches 95% its threshold indicator initiates  AIMS.
So for evaluate our monitoring system, we create a
Wireless Network test bed of 8 work stations and
generate real time traffic to monitor the efficiency of our
proposed monitoring system. On the basis of our
assumption of 5% threshold limit we also calculate the
mean with respect to 0.9 orderly mean values.

where k1 and k2 are the parameters which satisfy the
following condition

k1 n k1+1

k2 c k2–1

andtn = 0.05W, If k1+1 = k2 then T0.9 = dk2

X-ODV Based AI-MDM Design Approach: The design of

The process activates when the source node want to

traffic is mandatory. After initializing the network and
exchange the neighbour information, all available nodes
in the network update its routing tables. When a source
node wants to send data towards the destination node,
the source node initiate the route request (RREQ), due to
the broadcast nature of RREQ every neighbour received
the control packet. In the second phase every
intermediate node check its routing table if the destination
information is there then it will forward towards the
source. Otherwise the intermediate node re-broadcast the
same route request. When a network or transport layer
attack imposed at the wireless network that compromised
node immediately send the RREP to the source node that
I am the destination node. At that time there should be
some efficient mechanism to identify the compromised
node. When RREQ initiate from any source node the
proposed detection mechanism automatically starts as
shown in Figure 4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As per our assumption initially our network is based
on  four  nodes and we have expanded it up to 8 nodes to
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Table 1: Simulation Parameters

No of Nodes Minimum 10 a simulation model in OMNet++ initially of the 10 nodes
No of Nodes Maximum 65

Field Size 1000 X 1000

Routing Protocol 802.11 and AODV

Simulation Time 100 Sec

Type of Traffic Control Traffic

Transmission Range 250 m

No of Malicious Nodes 1

evaluate our proposed frequency based AI model. Now as
in [19] where IEEE 802.11 had been analysed as per our
assumption each packet face collision on the channel by
itself with an invariable probability PC.

Validation is the mechanism via which a router (‘a’)
compares, for each neighbour (‘b’), its counters for the
a?b link with those of (‘b’). If the counters do not agree,
it detects its neighbour as faulty. Similarly, for each
neighbour (‘b’) and each of its neighbour (‘c’), (‘a’)
compares the b?c link counters of (‘b’) with those of (‘c’).
If these counters do not agree, than (‘a’) knows that at
least one of (‘b’) and (‘c’) is faulty and so (‘a’) does
nothing further with (‘b’); it assumes that (‘b’) will detect
(‘c’) as faulty or vice versa.

If the validation phase passed successfully, then a
checks if each neighbour (‘b’) preserves.Conservation of
flow test (CoF). It does so by computing the incoming
transit flow I  and the outgoing transit flow Ob of routerb

(‘b’):

I  = C|b c(S  + T (1)b c,b c,b

O  = C|b c(D  + T (2)b c,b c,b

If < I  – O  > T for some threshold T then a diagnoses b asb b

faulty.
Each node maintains six counters for each of its

neighbours. Since all counters are compared over the
same time interval, all of the routers periodically
synchronize with each other.

Simulation parameters which we consider for conduct
the performance of our proposed model. We use the
OMNET++ version 4.1 to verify our results.

For evaluation of the node efficiency as well as
minimize the Cluster Head selection we also proposed the
X-AODV protocol in which we used the Black and White
list to maintain a history about the behaviour of the node.
So every node contains an extended routing table with
modification.

To analyse the proposed Bayesian model we design

with the above mentioned parameters in Table-1 and we
extended this up to 65 nodes. For more verification about
our proposed model we also create 8 node test-beds in
Wireless Network environment.

Comparison Analysis: On the basesof above mentioned
parameters in Table-1 we conduct the simulation as well
as test bed to monitor and observed the behavior of the
proposed X-AODV with the normal AODV as well as with
one of the latest protocol like ARAN with we have
discussed in above Literature reviewed. We evaluate the
proposed protocol (X-AODV) in multiple paradigms like
heavy traffic flow (Multimedia), with multipath
adaptability on the bases of SNR as well as Congestion.
We also evaluate proposed protocol for malicious node
detection at control traffic level in Wireless Network
environment and finally we also experience the same
protocol for Cluster Head Selection in Wireless Network.

In this paper we just discuss the overall structure of
X-AODV and comparison with normal AODV and ARAN
protocol. Evaluation has been made through simulation
and prime objective to monitor the performance of adapt
best and secure path as well as packet loss. We also
evaluate the packet delay etc. and these parameters
observed through increasing SNR, congestion as well as
scale the network size.

Prime Consideration Parameters
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR): After receiving RREP from
the destination when a rout established between source
and destination node, than their might be a chance for
external attack. In passive attack an intruder exploring the
link on which source and destination will communicate.
To disturb the communication intruder increase the SNR
ratio of that link, due to increasing packet drop ratio
becomes increase and no one can judge the reason of the
packet drop. If the value of the SNR is remain constant
then it might be possible any problem on that link, but if
the value if going fluctuate then it is an alarming situation.
X-AODV protocol has the capability to calculate and
adopt good channel by using Eq-1.

Congestion: To hamper the Quality of Service of the
network a transport layer attack (SYNflood attack), started
the link before forwarding the packet as well as monitoring
the path when it established. This path will remain in use
uptill the destination node move from its original place.
Due to wireless paradigm noes can move from one place
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Fig. 5: Efficient Path Adaptation Comparison

Fig. 6: Path Adaptation Delay

to another. Due to mobility the established path between
source node and destination node breaks several times.
To disturb the communication intruder imposed  the
denial of service attack (syn flood) on the establish link.
This attack  creates  unwanted  congestion  on  the  link.
In the attack environment packets becomes drop. In our
proposed protocol X-AODV has the capabilities to
efficiently monitor the congested path and forward the
traffic on the substituted path which is less congestion by
using Eq-2.

Figure 5 shows a comparison with other efficient
protocols. We have done our simulation with multiple
node networks. From node 10 to node 65 we have done
with the same parameters and Figure 3 show that every
node which is equipped with XAODV can be able to
adapt the secure as well as less congestion path by self
calculating the value of the SNR as well as congestion.

XAODV has the ability to educate the node in secure
and congestion path adaptation. For calculating these
parameters a node required bit resources, we also evaluate
the delay for calculating and adaption the secure and
congestion-less path. Figure 6 shows a clear picture about
the delay in path adaption. If a network is based on 10
nodes a maximum 0.3 m/sec required for path selection.
Whereas, if network size becomes increase up to 65 nodes
then XAODV just make a delay of 0.52 m/sec.
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CONCLUSIONS

The AI based routing protocol develop for secure
and congestion-less multipath adaptation in wireless
paradigm at control traffic level. The objective is to
forward packet via secure path towards destination
without consuming additional resources. The second
objective of this research is to detect the malicious node
before forwarding the data.By performing the experimental
we found the proposed protocol X-AODV more reliable
and efficient for secure path adaptation in minimum time
frame.

The comparison of X-AODV with S-AODV and
ARAN protocol shows that X-AODV real time path
adaptation is more efficient and reliable and maximum data
delivery with minimum delay. In future we are extending
this work for efficient cluster head selection in wireless
network. We are also making experimental paradigm with
different AI technique.
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